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Be vigilant when driving through Africa: camels are careless when crossing the road, and women carrying waterpots are little more
watchful. So warn the authors of this fifth edition of Africa Overland. They also give updated information on each country's
political and security situation (Angola, Sierra Leone and Liberia are on the up; since this guide's last edition, security in
Western Sudan and Eastern Chad has turned sour); provide an expanded Route Outlines section including information on border
crossings; and offer revised recommendations on vehicles including practical coverage on buying a vehicle, maintenance and
driving. ?This is the ultimate roadies' guide to traversing the wilderness of Africa. An indispensable guide to negotiating the
unchartered perils of Africa's vast plains.' Daily Express (UK)
This updated guidebook, with a focus on responsible tourism, offers greater coverage than any other to the Chittagong Hill Tracts
where 13 different ethnic groups live, and to the world's largest mangrove forest at the Sundarbans. Personal insights and
anecdotes guide trailblazing travellers to those aspects of the country that are almost unknown to visitors - dolphin and whale
watching, winter bird-watching in the northern wetlands and golden Bengal's silk and archaeological highlights.
This concise and colorful guidebook provides an expert overview of South Africa's top highlights, from vibrant Cape Town to the
spectacular wildlife of the Kruger Park.
These authors (who have married each other since the 6th edition) are passionate about detail. While researching this latest
edition of their Zanzibar guide, Chris and Susie have personally visited each of the almost 250 properties featured; many have
been newly built since the last edition and do not feature in any other guide on the market. They've also meticulously redrawn and
updated all their maps using GPS coordinates to pinpoint landmarks; again, they are the only Zanzibar guidebook authors to have
done so. Just don't ask what they talk about over dinner. ?The only guidebook of any quality devoted to the islands.' Conde Nast
Traveler (USA)
Kosovo
Somaliland
Kenya Highlights
Ethiopia
Zanzibar
Paraguay
A new edition of the most comprehensive guide to Malta in English.
Ringed by high mountains and once ravaged by ethnic tensions, Kosovo is enjoying a tourism renaissance. Welcoming Kosovars have rebuilt their country and now is the perfect
time to discover the potential of this once-unknown region. Fully updated and revised by two Kosovo experts, who both lived in the newly independent state for many years,
Bradt's Kosovo explores a land rich in cultural heritage and stunning scenery. From hip urban hotspots to remote mosques and monasteries, Kosovo offers up delights for every
type of traveller. With detailed descriptions of the lively café culture as well as the burgeoning restaurant, bar and shopping scene, plus accommodation to suit all budgets, this
second edition to a ground-breaking guide is the ideal companion for tourists, NGOs and long-term visitors.
This is the most comprehensive guide to Kazakhstan on the market with full details on where to stay and eat, plus background information on the country's history and people.
This new, fully updated and revised second edition includes an expanded section on winter sports in Kazakhstan, more detailed sections on nightlife in Astana and Almaty and
recommended itineraries for travel within Kazakhstan.
One of the last remote corners of the Arabian Peninsula, Oman has only recently permitted tourism, fearing it would engulf the local culture before it was ready. Today a growing
number of visitors are discovering a land of awe-inspiring natural landscapes: mountains, ravines, cliffs, canyons, desert and coastline sweltering under the Middle Eastern sun.
In this fully revised and updated Bradt guide, author Diana Darke describes in detail the archaeological wonders, nature reserves and world-class diving sites of this spellbinding
sultanate. Visitors can soak up the spicy, perfumed souk atmosphere, watch a camel race or camp out with the Bedouin under the stars. Brimming with up-to-date information on
restaurants and bars, hotels, sports facilities and trip itineraries, Bradt's Oman has everything for the traveller who wants to explore the land beyond the myth.
Belarus
The Bradt Travel Guide Uruguay
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Rwanda
Sri Lanka
Oman
Angola

There is much to see in Malta beyond the beach. With Bradt's Malta visitors will discover this island's history, archaeology and birds alongside eating and sleeping options of character and
interest.
Palm-fringed silvery sands, turquoise seas, misty mountain peaks and coral reefs coupled with tropical sun and starry skies make the Seychelles an idyllic escape for discerning travellers.
With plants and animals historically linked to Africa, Madagascar and Asia, and marine life native to the tropical Indo-Pacific region, the Seychelles is a haven for those interested in natural
history and this is the only travel guide to the Seychelles with a comprehensive account of the flora and fauna. The authors provide fascinating coverage of the islands' biodiversity, from
mangroves, turtles and birds to nature reserves. Updated throughout, they reveal the islands many secrets from coco de mer palm forests and bird sanctuaries to local markets and Creole
cuisine.
They won the first soccer World Cup. There's a lot of beef raised on the pampa. That's all most people know about Uruguay. Bradt's Uruguay, the only dedicated English-language guide to this
country that's small yet bursting with character, shows that the adventurous tourist can uncover much more. It provides in-depth coverage of the capital Montevideo, where the colonial Old City
is being restored. There's also detailed information on the coastal city of Colonia (which is on UNESCO's World Heritage List) as well as Punta del Este, to whose beaches the Buenos Aires
beautiful crowd flocks each summer. There's advice, too, for active travelers who can rattle their whips on cattle-ranching estancias and spin their sticks in a game of polo or two, and for
nature enthusiasts keen to watch wildlife in the western wetlands and birds in Cabo Polonio and Santa Teresa. Plus, the book investigates the Brazilian influences behind Uruguay's music and
dance, and the country's Afro-Uruguayan culture, most noticeable in Carnaval.
Now in its third edition, Barrier-Free Travel is essential reading for every traveler with mobility limitations. With over 100 new photographs and updated travel rules and regulations, effecting
access outside of the US, this book contains essential, thoughtful, and reliable information- not just common-sense tips. Barrier-Free Travel gives readers the tools and resources to prepare
for both the expected and the unexpected. It covers everything from the logistics of air travel and how to protect your wheelchair in flight, to how to find an accessible hotel room. Also included,
are extensive chapters on cruises and accessible shore excursions- with contact information for foreign tour operators who are able to provide them. Barrier-Free Travel provides valuable
information that will ensure travelers with mobility limitations spend their time creating meaningful memories.
Sierra Leone
Malta
Barrier-Free Travel
The Bradt Safari Guide with Kilimanjaro and Zanzibar
With Kilimanjaro, Zanzibar and the Coast
Safaris for People with Limited Mobility
Whether you need advice on removing ticks, or tips on photographing wildebeest, the sixth edition of this comprehensive guide has the latest information. Tanzania is home to Mount Kilimanjaro, the
Serengeti, the Ngorongoro Crater, and lakes Victoria and Tanganyika. Some 25% of the country is protected in national parks and conservation areas. One fifth of Africa's large mammal population and
more than a thousand bird species live here. Now fully updated, this guide includes practical information for both independent travelers and those on all-inclusive safaris, recommends the best of the ground
tour operators, and gives advice on interaction with the local people. ?Best guidebook' The Sunday Times (UK)
Little known to the outside world, Somaliland has much to offer the truly intrepid traveller. This pioneering guidebook introduces one of the world's least chartered travel destinations. Author Philip Briggs
covers everything from the low-key capital Hargeisa and mediaeval port of Berbera to peerless rock art sites such as Las Geel, and the scenery and wildlife of the Daallo Escarpment, towering 2,000m high
above the pristine reefs of the Gulf of Aden. Somaliland's ruined cities and historical ports date back 5,000 years and have links with ancient Egypt and Axum in northern Ethiopia, as well as the Ottoman
and British Empires. This guide offers background and practical information to every accessible corner of the country with the only real maps in existence of its capital and other large towns, and a section
on wildlife.
Zambia Travel Guide - Travel advice and holiday tips including Lusaka hotels and restaurants, walking safaris, tours, Victoria Falls and Zambezi activities. Also featuring GPS coordinates, national parks
and reserves such as North and South Luanga, Lower Zambezi, Liuwa Plain and Kafue, Lake Tanganyika, wildlife, birdwatching, culture and history.
Tanzania is one of Africa's greatest safari destinations, home to the legendary Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Crater and Mount Kilimanjaro as well as the 'spice island' of Zanzibar and lesser known
gems such as the vast Selous Game Reserve and habituated chimpanzees of Gombe Stream. This fully revised edition of the guide covers every accessible national park and reserve, as well as many top nonwildlife attractions and the best accommodation in every price bracket. It includes in-depth coverage of wildlife and natural history, background information on the Maasai and other tribes, archaeological
points of interest such as rock art and mediaeval Swahili ruins and an introduction to the Swahili language.
Bahia
Serbia
Africa Overland
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Access Africa
Zimbabwe
4x4, Motorbike, Bicycle, Truck
The civil war has ended, 2011 has been declared ‘Visit Sri Lanka Year’ and all regions of this ‘resplendent land’ are now accessible to visitors. The island offers
everything from snorkelling and sandy beaches to golf and hill country tea plantations; from game park photographic safaris to white-water rafting; from ancient
temples and ruins to shopping opportunities in Colombo’s bustling streets. Author Royston Ellis combines experience with enthusiasm to help visitors get the most
from this magical isle, with accommodation ideas to suit all budgets; from cheap guesthouses to boutique villa luxury. Watch the national cricket team while
enjoying a cup of the world’s finest tea, admire colonial architecture or visit World Heritage sites; everyone will find something to admire in this enchanting ‘tiny
teardrop’. ‘An engaging written companion with practical information of the sort only a resident could impart.’Book magazine for librarians
One of the most misunderstood corners of Europe, Serbia is a spirited and fascinating country. Belgrade and second city Novi Sad are lively, cosmopolitan and
welcoming, while rural Serbia, with its hidden monasteries and breathtaking countryside, is an undiscovered gem. This edition of the guide features the burgeoning
music festival scene, bird-watching, wine-tasting and Serbia's growing litany of sporting stars such as Novak Djokovic. This edition includes a new section on the
Danube cycling route with details on where to stop, where to shop and sights to see on the way. Updated throughout, the listings include boutique hotels, ecolodges and backpacker hostels to cater for all budgets. The guide goes into greater depth than its competitors with more detail on the history, politics, culture and
sights and more detailed reviews of hotels and restaurants.
This thoroughly updated fourth edition includes all the developments in Namibia's accommodation, from guest farms and lodges to bush-camps, plus details on
areas of natural interest such as the new Sperrgebiet National Park. Author Chris McIntyre tempts adrenaline junkies with exciting opportunities for dune-boarding,
ballooning and quad-biking in the desert, while the guide details Namibia's unique and fascinating wildlife, how to visit bushman villages and guidelines on ecotravel. From the desolate Skeleton Coast to the lush Kavango and Caprivi Strip, or the picturesque capital, Windhoek, Bradt has it covered.
Kenya Highlights, first in a new series of colourful Highlights Guides published by Bradt, hones in on the best of this magnificent country and condenses it into a
portable but informative guidebook aimed at first time visitors planning or joining an organised safari. Renowned Africa expert, Philip Briggs - author of ten Bradt
guides, and arguably the most highly-respected guidebook writer on the region - describes and provides full background information to the country's highlights, with
emphasis on the superlative game reserves and sparkling Indian Ocean coastline that have made Kenya one of Africa's premier holiday destinations. There's a
chapter offering advice on safari planning, plus detailed sections on wildlife, history and people, and select lodge accommodation (chosen in conjunction with
several leading tour operators to Kenya). Featuring beautiful full-colour photos throughout, this book serves equally as a holiday planner, a travel companion and a
memento of your trip.
Macedonia
With Addis Ababa & Eastern Ethiopia
Tanzania Safari Guide
Bradt Travel Guide Paraguay
Lonely Planet South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland
The Bradt Travel Guide
Travel and holiday.
When Brazilians are far from home they dream of Bahia - of its powder-fine beaches and reef-ringed islands; of waterfalls in the Diamond mountains
of the arid sertão, of cobbled streets and pastel-painted houses in Salvador. They long for capoeira and the rich spicy smell of Bahian cooking; the
rhythms of axé and the colour of the world's largest carnival. "Você tem que ir." they say. "You must go." Bradt's Bahia shows the way to the World
Heritage sites of Salvador (which has the largest collection of colonial baroque in the world) and the Discovery Coast rainforests; to the best of the
beaches around the resorts of Itacaré, Porto Seguro and Trancoso; and beyond to the unspoilt island of Boipeba; the northern Linha Verde near
Mangue Seco; and the little-explored coast of Sergipe and Alagoas states to Bahia's north.
A safari in northern Botswana takes the traveler to a wilderness populated almost exclusively by wildlife. Here are the predators and their prey;
here, too, are the elephants, the hippos and the astonishing birdlife of the Okavango Delta. This third edition of Bradt's Botswana Safari Guide:
Okavango, Kalahari, Chobe Desert provides unrivalled coverage of the region's wildlife, environment and history, as well as a thorough evaluation of
when, where and how to go. Accommodation options for all budgets ? from lodges to camps and hotels ? are fully revised and updated.
Explores the six major safari countries--Kenya, Tanzania, Zambia, Botswana, Namibia, and South Africa--specifically with limited mobility in mind,
with explanations of flight and airport procedures, travel insurance and health concerns, and suggestions for the best itineraries for each region.
Botswana
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Guyana
Okavango Delta - Chobe - Northern Kalahari
Northern Tanzania
A Nuts and Bolts Guide for Wheelers and Slow Walkers

This is the only English-language guide on the market dedicated exclusively to Sierra Leone. Sierra Leone is about the size of Wales and manages to squeeze beaches, rainforests,
mountains, savannah grasslands, marshes, mangrove swamps and rivers into its relatively small size. Written for intrepid travellers looking to explore this scarred but vibrant nation,
this brand new edition of Sierra Leone invites you to discover the hidden beaches on the country's Atlantic coast, climb to the top of Mount Bintumani, west Africa's highest peak, learn
about magical customs, and experience world-class bird-watching.
From the palm-lined tropical beach paradises to the undiscovered northeastern provinces, Bradt leads the way, helping visitors get the best from mesmerizing Mozambique.
As political tension relaxes, wildlife enthusiasts and curious tourists are returning to Zimbabwe. With some of the finest national parks in Africa, the country is blessed with stunning
landscapes and an abundance of wildlife. The mighty Zambezi River offers adventure holidays, and Victoria Falls will leave visitors breathless, while the range of birdlife draws
enthusiasts year-round. Game viewing in some of Africa's greatest national parks is a rewarding experience and this guide offers in-depth information on the facilities, advice on
itinerary planning as well as how to select a safari. Accommodation is covered with up-to-date information on everything from luxury safari camps to budget stays for younger
travellers who arrive overland, heading for the fast flowing waters of the Zambezi gorge.
Access AfricaSafaris for People with Limited MobilityBradt Travel Guides
Bradt Travel Guide Cross-Channel France
Zambia
The Heart of Brazil's Northeast
Namibia
CDC Yellow Book 2018: Health Information for International Travel
South Africa Highlights
This new edition of the only English language guide available solely on Belarus, opens the door on the many hidden delights of a country that Europe almost forgot.
Almost half of Tanzania's national parks are located in Northern Tanzania, including Serengeti National Park, Ngorongoro Conservation Area and Mount Kilimanjaro National Park. The second
edition of this tightly focused guide is fully revised throughout, including extensive updates on the best accommodation in every price bracket, from luxury lodges to simple hotels and hostels,
and the best of the safaris. There's in-depth coverage of the wildlife and natural history of the region, information on Tanzania's 120 tribes and how to interact with them, historical and cultural
points of interest such as rock art and the discovery of tanzanite, and an introduction to the Swahili language.
THE ESSENTIAL WORK IN TRAVEL MEDICINE -- NOW COMPLETELY UPDATED FOR 2018 As unprecedented numbers of travelers cross international borders each day, the need for upto-date, practical information about the health challenges posed by travel has never been greater. For both international travelers and the health professionals who care for them, the CDC
Yellow Book 2018: Health Information for International Travel is the definitive guide to staying safe and healthy anywhere in the world. The fully revised and updated 2018 edition codifies the
U.S. government's most current health guidelines and information for international travelers, including pretravel vaccine recommendations, destination-specific health advice, and easy-toreference maps, tables, and charts. The 2018 Yellow Book also addresses the needs of specific types of travelers, with dedicated sections on: · Precautions for pregnant travelers,
immunocompromised travelers, and travelers with disabilities · Special considerations for newly arrived adoptees, immigrants, and refugees · Practical tips for last-minute or resource-limited
travelers · Advice for air crews, humanitarian workers, missionaries, and others who provide care and support overseas Authored by a team of the world's most esteemed travel medicine
experts, the Yellow Book is an essential resource for travelers -- and the clinicians overseeing their care -- at home and abroad.
Provides all the practical and background information necessary to get the most from your trip.
Bradt Travel Guide Venezuela
Tanzania
Malawi
Bradt Seychelles
With Zanzibar, Pemba and Mafia
Bangladesh

Angola has no Starbucks or McDonald's, and there's only one functioning escalator in the whole country. It's no destination for beginners: only seven years have passed since
the country emerged from three decades of armed struggle and there are few tourist facilities. But for the adventurous, Angola offers over hundreds of miles of unspoilt beaches,
excellent fishing, surfing, tropical forests and magnificent bird life. Bradt's Angola covers
Luanda, the capital city, the country's 18 provinces, and the best of the beaches and
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rainforests. The first-ever English-language guidebook to the country, it's essential reading for business travelers and pioneering adventurers alike.
Of all the African nations, Ethiopia is most prone to misconceptions. The 1985 famine and the cracked barren earth of the Danakil Depression are not images quickly forgotten.
This fully updated guide refocuses the lens to reveal an ancient country that continues to surpass all expectations: from the ancient Judaic cultures of the fertile highlands to the
colourful animist people of the South Omo Valley, from the Afro-pine moorland of the Bale Mountains National Park to the thundering Blue Nile Falls. Taking you far off the
beaten track, the author presents more of this expansive beautiful land, believed to be the cradle of humankind.Bradt's Ethiopia provides the most comprehensive coverage of
any English-language guidebook on the market. Not only does it include towns and villages well off the beaten track, but it goes into greater depth than its competitors, with more
detail on the history, culture and sights, and more opinionated and entertaining reviews of hotels and restaurants. In addition, it features detailed information on wildlife, national
parks and trekking routes found in no other book.
Whether you want to explore Rwanda's ancient and modern history, watch performances of traditional dance and drumming or climb a volcano, this guide is an essential part of
your trip. Visit the three National Parks with their varied wildlife, track chimps in Nyungwe Forest and, of course, visit the world-famous gorillas in the Volcanoes National Park.
With 50 extra pages this guide reflects rapid changes and improvements to the tourist infrastructure of an emerging tourist destination.
An updated guide to this top new tourist destination.
Nord-Pas de Calais: The Land Beyond the Ports
Mozambique
Kazakhstan
Venezuela occasionally features in world news in connection with its rich oil resources, its obsession with beauty pageants, its outspoken and colourful president, Hugo Chávez, or the world's highest waterfall - and little else.
However, beyond the headlines, this beautiful and diverse country has so much more to offer to all types of visitors - hiking the 'Lost World' landscape of Conan Doyle, piranha-fishing from dugout canoes, paragliding from
Andean peaks and windsurfing on Margarita Island. Taking travellers to the wildest of fiestas, inside the steamiest salsa bars and introducing visitors to the quirkiest of local customs, Bradt's Venezuela leads tourists from the
Caribbean coast to the southern tropical wilderness, delving into the culture and eccentricities of the country more deeply than any other guide.
Nord-Pas de Calais is Britain's foothold in France; it's where the ferries dock and the Channel Tunnel emerges into daylight. Bradt's Cross-Channel France delves not only into the port towns but also into the forgotten France
that's rarely reached. Sample Vieux Bologne - the smelliest cheese in the world; climb the hill at Cassel - where the Grand Old Duke of York marched his 10,000 men; or visit Agincourt - the site of a cornerstone battle in British
history. The guide also reveals where visitors can shop for cut-price goods and where they can cycle, walk or ride horses. Bradt's Cross-Channel France is packed with information for day trips as well as longer family-friendly
holidays.
Lonely Planet’s South Africa, Lesotho & Swaziland is your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Fill your days with beaches and wineries in Cape
Town, spot wildlife galore in Kruger National Park, and hike past majestic mountains in the Drakensberg region – all with your trusted travel companion.
Paraguay is still largely undiscovered by travellers, but those who make their way here are delighted by the country's distinctive culture and strong indigenous features. A bilingual nation, with Guaraní spoken alongside Spanish,
its folk-dance tradition is hugely popular among young people; its harp playing is legendary; and Paraguayans are proud of their different handicrafts, particularly their sewing. The country is also home to the historic Jesuit
missions, or reductions (as depicted in the film The Mission).Bradt's Paraguay - the only English-language guidebook to this emerging tourism destination - covers the region with unrivalled detail and knowledge. It delves deep
into a country that has so far eluded the grasp of mass tourism and where rich indigenous culture and folk traditions still hold strong.
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